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Role of life-cycle externalities in the valuation of
protic ionic liquids – a case study in biomass
pretreatment solvents†
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Gonzalo Guillén-Gosálbez *c and Jason P. Hallett a
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Ionic liquids have found their way into many applications where they show a high potential to replace traditional chemicals. But concerns over their ecological impacts (toxicity and biodegradability) and high
cost have limited their use so far. The outcome of existing techno-economic and life-cycle assessments
comparing ionic liquids with existing solvents has proven hard to interpret due to the many metrics used
and trade-oﬀs between them. For the ﬁrst time, this paper couples the concept of monetization with
detailed process simulation and life-cycle assessment to estimate the true cost of ionic liquids. A comparative case study on four solvents used in lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment is conducted: triethylammonium hydrogen sulfate [TEA][HSO4], 1-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate [HMIM][HSO4], acetone
from fossil sources, and glycerol from renewable sources. The results show that the total monetized cost
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of production accounting for externalities can be more than double the direct costs estimated using conventional economic assessment methods. [TEA][HSO4] is found to have the lowest total cost, while gly-
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cerol presents the highest total cost. We expect this methodology to provide a starting point for future
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research and development in sustainable ionic liquids.

Introduction
Ionic liquids are salts made of poorly coordinated ions with
melting points generally below 100 °C and negligible vapor
pressure.1 They can be synthesized from a wide range of
cations and anions and may be used in many applications due
to their unique characteristics, as most ionic liquids are nonvolatile, non-flammable and thermally and chemically stable.
But a major issue hindering their widespread application is
environmental related concerns in terms of toxicity and
biodegradability.2–4 There are also some concerns that their
large-scale production could shift the use of VOCs upstream to
the production phase.5 Therefore, a thorough assessment of
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ionic liquids across their life-cycle is necessary to better understand and quantify their environmental performance.
Life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a methodology used to assess
the environmental impact of products throughout their entire life
cycle,6 covering resource extraction (cradle), production, use and
disposal (grave). LCA is the main standardized environmental
assessment method used worldwide and has been applied extensively to support decision-making by governments and private
organizations.7 A key strength of LCA lies in the translation of
environmental impacts into high-level areas such as human
health and ecosystem quality, which facilitates the interpretation
and communication of the results to stakeholders and decisionmakers. In recent years, LCA has been applied to the assessment
of a wide range of chemicals, enabling the identification of
major hotspots and improvement opportunities.8–10
Environmental performance is not the only factor that
impedes the penetration of ionic liquids, as their production
cost may also be high.11–13 This economic barrier is mainly
due to small production volumes and expensive purification
procedures. But if they were used in large-scale processes and
achieving high purity were not an issue, the cost of ionic
liquids would likely be substantially reduced. For instance, a
recent technoeconomic assessment14 has concluded that the
cost of triethylammonium hydrogen sulfate [TEA][HSO4] and
1-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate [HMIM][HSO4] could
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Monetization framework for quantifying cost of externalities.

be as low as $1.24 kg−1—a value below the cost of important
organic solvents such as acetone and ethyl acetate which
ranges between $1.3–1.4 kg−1.
The standard approach to economic assessment often disregards indirect costs due to environmental externalities,
namely impacts that occur as part of a product’s life cycle and
incur a cost for their mitigation. Such externalities need to be
taken into account as indirect costs alongside direct production costs in order to reflect a product’s true cost.15,16 For
instance, natural phenomena such as global warming can have
adverse eﬀects on both human health and ecosystem quality,
both of which carry indirect costs. Poor health can aﬀect an
individual’s capacity to perform certain tasks, which leads to
the loss of productivity or the need for health care.17 Similarly,
anthropogenic impacts on ecosystem quality may be reversed
through environmental remediation projects.18
Because most decisions are economically driven, it is of paramount importance to account for the externalities associated
with the production and use of ionic liquids in order to
compare them in a fair way with their non-ionic counterparts.
Monetary valuation—monetization in short—converts social and
environmental impacts into currency (Fig. 1). It has been used to
determine the cost of non-market goods in various sectors
including energy systems to estimate the environmental damage
cost of a specific energy mix,19 health care systems to quantify
the benefits of informal care,20 and insurance systems to predict
the demand by homeowners after a disaster.21 It has also been
used in the weighting phase of LCA to evaluate trade-oﬀs.22–24,60
Herein, we combine LCA and monetization to quantify the
true cost of ionic liquids for the first time. The focus is on
[TEA][HSO4] and [HMIM][HSO4], two widely used protic ionic
liquids in biomass pretreatment for their lignin solvating
power,25 which we compare against acetone and glycerol
regarded as the business-as-usual solvents.26–30 The analysis
starts with an environmental impact assessment of the solvents using LCA. These environmental impacts are then converted into currency via monetization and combined with the
direct production costs to yield a total monetized cost.

Materials and methods
We consider four solvents for biomass pretreatment: two conventional solvents, acetone and glycerol, that are produced
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industrially; and two protic ionic liquids, [TEA][HSO4] and
[HMIM][HSO4], for which only experimental synthesis procedures are currently available.
Glycerol and acetone are both market products. Their price
and LCA data are readily available, e.g., from the ecoinvent 3.5
database,31 where over 90% of the acetone is co-produced with
phenol in the cumene process, while about 80% of the glycerol is
a by-product of the biodiesel manufacturing process. Respectively
28% and 10% of the environmental impacts generated by these
processes are allocated to acetone and glycerol accordingly.
By contrast, to circumvent the lack of data for both ionic
liquids, detailed process models are developed by scaling-up
the available experimental procedures. The same strategy is
applied to the production process of the precursor 1-methylimidazole of [HMIM][HSO4] for which price and LCA data are
also lacking. All of these process models as well as the
methods and tools used to conduct the assessment are
detailed in the following subsections.
Modelling of protic ionic liquid production processes
The process simulator Aspen-HYSYS® version 9 is used to model
the production processes of the ionic liquids [TEA][HSO4] and
[HMIM][HSO4] and of the precursor 1-methylimidazole.
Ionic liquid production. The ionic liquids of interest are synthesized through the transfer of a proton from a Brønsted acid
to a Brønsted base.32 The bases triethylamine and 1-methylimidazole are used for the synthesis of [TEA][HSO4] and
[HMIM][HSO4], respectively, in combination with sulfuric acid.
The scaled-up manufacturing process (Fig. 2A) is adapted from
the work by Chen et al.14 Equimolar amounts of sulfuric acid
and base are mixed with water at ambient temperature and
pressure to produce an aqueous ionic liquid mixture. Since
this acid–base reaction is highly exothermic, excess water is
added to cool down the mixture and avoid unwanted phase
transition, thermal decomposition or undesired by-product
formation. The outlet stream from the reactor is then heated
up with steam to remove the excess water in a flash drum. The
recycled water is cooled down with cooling water and a 10%
purge is applied to prevent the accumulation of impurities.
Since prices and LCA data are available for sulfuric acid and
triethylamine as part of ecoinvent 3.5,31 but not for 1-methylimidazole, detailed modeling of the production process of the
latter precursor needs to be conducted as well.
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Fig. 2

Process ﬂow diagrams for the production of protic ionic liquid (A) and 1-methylimidazole (B).

Precursor production. The precursor 1-methylimidazole is
synthesized using the Debus–Radziszewski method (reaction
R1).33 Glyoxal, formaldehyde, methylamine and ammonia
react in equimolar ratios and condense to form water and
1-methylimidazole. This reaction takes place at 50–100 °C in
water with a yield between 60–85%.
ðCHOÞ2 þ CH2 O þ CH3 NH2 þ NH3
! H2 C2 NðNCH3 ÞCH þ H2 O

ðR1Þ

LCA inventories for this synthesis were previously estimated
by Righi et al.34 But due to lack of details about the process
configuration and operating conditions and the fact that
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neither process water nor cooling water were reported, these
inventories could not be used here. Instead, we develop a
scaled-up process (Fig. 2B) using the standard method by
Douglas,35 which is consistent with the modeling methodology
of ionic liquid production (Fig. 2A). Equimolar amounts of the
four reactants are mixed in water at 25 °C and under atmospheric pressure. This mixture is pressurized to 3 bar and then
cooled down to 80 °C, before entering a biphasic reactor where
it reacts at 80 °C and 2.5 bar to form the 1-methylimidazole
and water with 75% conversion. The outlet liquid stream from
the reactor is depressurized to 1.5 bar and heated up to 98 °C
using steam, then feeds into a flash drum to separate the
aqueous mixture of 1-methylimidazole from the unreacted
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feed products and steam inthe flashed gas. The outlet gas
stream from the reactor is mixed with this flashed gas and
recycled back to the reactor. This recycled stream is cooled
down to 25 °C and compressed to 3 bar, and a 10% purge is
applied.
Physical properties. A full list of the properties used is provided in Tables S1–S3 of the ESI.† Pseudo-components are
created for 1-methylimidazole, [HMIM][HSO4] and [TEA][HSO4]
as they are unavailable in the database of Aspen-HYSYS v9.
Certain properties such as density are obtained from experiments or from the literature.36 The other properties of both
ionic liquids such as critical properties and normal boiling
points are estimated using the group contribution method
developed by Valderrama and Rojas;37 while those of 1-methylimidazole are estimated from the molecular structure using the
Property Constant Estimation System (PCES) built in AspenHYSYS v9. Since energy flows can have a significant impact on
the economic and environmental assessment of ionic liquids,
accurate enthalpies of formation are also needed to calculate
the heat of reactions. The detailed methodology used for calculating these enthalpies can be found in the ESI (Appendix A†).

ing the approach by Towler and Sinnott42 as delineated in
Table S4 in the ESI.† The TAC is comprised of the operating
expenses (OPEX) and the annualized capital expenses (CAPEX).
The latter represents the annual cost of paying oﬀ the fixed
capital investment of a plant over its entire lifespan—here
assuming 330 days of operation a year (equivalent to
7920 hours) over a 10-year period. The CAPEX itself consists of
equipment costs, oﬀsite costs, engineering and construction
costs, and contingency charges. The CAPEX of the main units
in each production process are reported in Tables S6, S8 and
S10.† The inflation rate is furthermore set based on the
Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI). The OPEX
consists of fixed production costs, which are associated to
operation and labour, and variable production costs associated
to the procurement of raw materials and utilities. The former
are reported in Tables S7, S9 and S11† and the latter are
sourced from ecoinvent 3.5 as given in Table S5.† All of the
costs—including the externalities discussed below—are
expressed in USD2019 using currency conversion and inflation
factors.

Functional unit

Environmental assessment

The economic and environmental assessment below is conducted for a functional unit of “1 kg of solvent”, using a perweight basis to reflect current commercial practice for solvent.
By limiting the scope to the production phase of solvent only,
this functional unit greatly simplifies the assessment. This
approach is also appealing in that it enables the screening of
candidate ionic liquids that have not yet been demonstrated at
full commercial scale.
In practice, one could also include the use phase of a
solvent to reflect its actual function. There is indeed considerable variation in the design and operation of biomass pretreatment processes across the range of solvents, e.g. due to diﬀerences in lignin solvating power, heat of regeneration, or
solvent degradation.38–40 A detailed modeling of bespoke pretreatment processes for each solvent is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Instead, we consider three published pretreatment processes in order to enable an alternative comparison
in terms of “1 kg of biomass”. Conversion factors on a weightof-solvent-makeup-per-weight-of-treated-biomass basis are calculated using the solvent recycling rate, the mass fraction of
solvent in the feed mixture, and the solvent-biomass feed ratio
in each process: (i) 32 kg ton−1 for both ionic liquids using the
ionoSolv process;39,41(ii) 140 kg ton−1 for acetone using the
Organosolv process with ethanol as proxy solvent;38 and (iii)
2500 kg ton−1 for glycerol based on a recent process.40 Further
details can be found in Appendix D of the ESI.† This preliminary comparison furthermore assumes a similar CAPEX and
OPEX for the diﬀerent processes and neglects any extra solvent
or enzyme in the pretreatment.

The LCA follows the ISO 14040 principles and is conducted
using the software SimaPro® interfaced with ecoinvent 3.5. In
agreement with the functional unit selection above, a cradleto-gate scope is adopted that includes the impacts from the
raw material extraction to the final product synthesis but
excludes the product use phase assuming that the biomass
pretreatment is identical for all the solvents. It is furthermore
assumed that the production takes place in Europe as the geographical location. Notice that no allocation is required since
the processes for producing the ionic liquids (Fig. 2) do not
yield any by-products.
Data for the background processes from the ecoinvent 3.5
database are combined with information about the foreground
system, mainly mass and energy flows obtained from the
process simulation in Aspen-HYSYS. A complete list of the lifecycle inventories (LCI) can be found in Tables S13–S15 of the
ESI.† Detailed process simulation is also used to circumvent
the lack of background data regarding the precursor 1-methylimidazole. The proxy data and methods used to quantify the
air and water emissions are reported in Table S12.† To ensure
consistency, they follow the guidelines by Hischier et al.43
which are used for many processes in ecoinvent.
The LCI entries are converted into environmental impact
using the ReCiPe 2016 methodology.44 During this life-cycle
impact assessment (LCIA), all of the LCI entries are categorized into 17 midpoint indicators, including global warming,
toxicity, ozone depletion and land use. Severity of these
impacts is determined from state-of-the-art environmental
models such as the Absolute Global Warming Potential
(AGWP) for climate change,45,46 and toxicity potential (TP) for
human, marine and terrestrial toxicities.47,48 The midpoint
indicators are further aggregated into 3 endpoint (damage) categories: resources, human health and ecosystem quality. The

Economic assessment
The production cost of the ionic liquids is estimated via the
total annualized cost (TAC) of the scaled-up processes, follow-
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complete ReCiPe midpoint and endpoint results are given in
Tables S16 and S17,† respectively.

Results and discussion

Monetization

Fig. 3 presents the direct production costs per kg of solvent.
[HMIM][HSO4] ($1.46 kg−1) has the highest cost and
[TEA][HSO4] ($0.78 kg−1) the lowest one. This large gap
between either of the ionic liquids is partly due to the larger
number of steps involved in the production of [HMIM][HSO4]
(cf. Fig. 4) compared to [TEA][HSO4] and the other solvents.
The direct production cost of glycerol is higher than that of
[TEA][HSO4] and acetone because glycerol production uses
more expensive starting materials like rapeseed and soybean
oils.54
The OPEX comprises over 90% of the direct production cost
of both ionic liquids, and the procurement of raw materials
makes up most of the OPEX. This finding is consistent with
previous reports.14 The precursors triethylamine ($1.4 kg−1) for
[TEA][HSO4] and 1-methylimidazole ($2.8 kg−1) for
[HMIM][HSO4] are indeed costly, even though this is mitigated
by the very low cost of sulfuric acid ($0.05 kg−1). Other variable

Monetization converts environmental impacts into currency. It
is routinely used in cost benefit analysis (CBA) to support
decision-making when both economic and environmental
indicators need to be considered simultaneously. After the
conversion, all of the economic and environmental metrics
may be combined into a single total cost that is readily interpreted or used for comparison basis.
Existing monetary valuation methods often measure an
individual’s willingness-to-pay (WTP) for preventing or mitigating the environmental impacts incurred by an activity.16
Herein, damages to human health and ecosystem quality are
monetized using, respectively, the budget constraint and
choice modeling methods.49 Budget constraint measures the
potential economic production of an individual per year in
terms of quality-adjusted life-year (QALY), a year-based biophysical unit describing human health quality. Though assuming that what is earned must be spent, budget constraint
lowers the uncertainty by directly valuing the economic production compared to other valuation methods. Choice modeling measures ecosystem quality based on the economic
penalty that an individual is willing to accept for environmental protection. This method is widely used in healthcare
programmes as a means to monetize human well-being.50,51
The monetary values of 74k EUR2003 per DALY (125.3k
USD2019 per DALY) and 9.5 M EUR2003 per species per year
(16 M USD2019 per species per year) are used for the monetary
valuation of human health and ecosystem quality, respectively.49 By contrast, resource damages are already expressed in
monetary units and do not need conversion. Further details on
the monetization approach can be found in Table S18 of the
ESI.†

Economic assessment

Fig. 3 Direct costs of solvents. A breakdown into OPEX and CAPEX
contributions is shown for the two ionic liquids. Other negligible costs
including the annualized CAPEX and other OPEX components such as
process water are not shown.

Uncertainty analysis
Of the possible sources of uncertainty, the focus is on uncertainty in LCA data and monetization factors. Uncertainty in
LCA data is quantified using the Pedigree matrix approach,52
where a score between 1 and 5 is assigned to the data based
on five criteria: reliability, completeness, temporal, geographical and technological diﬀerences. These scores are combined
with a basic uncertainty factor to determine the standard deviation of a log-normal distribution for each mass and energy
flow. The resulting standard deviations for the three modeled
processes are reported in the Tables S13–S15 of the ESI.†
Uncertainty in the monetization factors is modeled with a triangular distribution with limits between 62k and 84k
EUR2003 per DALY (105k–142.3k USD2019 per /DALY) for
human health, and 8 M–10.8 M EUR2003 per species per year
(13.5 M–18.3 M USD2019 per species per year) for ecosystem
quality. This uncertainty is propagated into the total monetized costs using Monte Carlo sampling, applying the test by
Law and Kelton53 to determine the number of samples.
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Synthesis tree of 1-methylimidazole.
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production costs such as utilities are low because the reactions
are exothermic and the separations are straightforward due to
the low volatility of ionic liquids. The CAPEX contribution is
also relatively small, even though it might be overestimated by
considering a lifespan of 10 years which is shorter than the
usual lifetime of chemical plants.
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Environmental assessment
Fig. 5 presents the LCA results for all three endpoint impact
categories: human health, ecosystem quality, and resources. In
the human health category, the impacts of [HMIM][HSO4] and
glycerol are, respectively, 50% and 80% higher than those of
[TEA][HSO4] and acetone. As noted earlier, the production of
1-methylimidazole for [HMIM][HSO4] requires more steps than
triethylamine for [TEA][HSO4], thus generating more waste and
emissions (Fig. 4). This is reflected by the higher scores in
multiple human health impact categories such as global
warming potential (GWP), ozone depletion and ionizing radiation (cf. Table S16 of the ESI†). Higher emissions in ozone
depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
nitrous oxide, which are used as refrigerants in the production

Paper
of bulk chemicals (ammonia, nitric acid) and fuels, occur in
syntheses involving a greater number of intermediate steps
since they become more reliant on heat integration.55 Whereas
the major contributor to ionizing radiation is nuclear power in
the electricity mix.56 By contrast, the higher impact of glycerol
on human health is linked to the cultivation and processing of
crops such as rapeseed and soybean. These processes combined with deforestation usually emit large amounts of pollutants such as CO2 and particulate matter (PM) that are detrimental to human health.57
The impact of [HMIM][HSO4] on ecosystem quality is 86%
higher than those of [TEA][HSO4] and acetone, but three-times
lower than that of glycerol. The reason behind this is land use
as producing 1 kg of glycerol requires almost 100 times more
land area than [HMIM][HSO4], the second largest in this category. The large areas needed for crop cultivation and the
related deforestation are responsible for soil damage and loss
of habitat for plants and animals.58
Regarding resource depletion, both [TEA][HSO4] and
[HMIM][HSO4] have a lower impact than acetone which consumes the largest amount of fossil resources among the solvents. This is because the production of acetone is nearly
entirely reliant on fossil resources, whereas the ionic liquids
comprise equimolar quantities of base and sulfuric acid,
where only the bases are heavily reliant on fossil resources
while sulfuric acid requires significantly less fossil resources.
The slightly higher score of [HMIM][HSO4] over that of
[TEA][HSO4] is again due to 1-methylimidazole requiring more
synthesis steps than triethylamine, leading to higher consumption of fossil resources to cover the energy demand. It is also
worth noting that while glycerol has high predicted impacts on
both human health and ecosystem quality, its impact on
resources is low since it is renewable and uses a minimal
amount of fossil resources outside of processing. Production
of the Brønsted bases makes up the largest impact on
resources for both ionic liquids since they are derived from
fossil resources. More generally, the bases yield the largest contributions in all three impact categories and should therefore
be the primary focus for future improvements.

Externalities and total cost

Fig. 5 Endpoint environmental impacts of solvents. Top: Human
health; middle: ecosystem quality; bottom: resources. A breakdown into
emissions, acid, base and other contributions is shown for the two ionic
liquids.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Fig. 6 shows the combined monetized cost of externalities and
direct cost for each solvent. [TEA][HSO4] presents the lowest
indirect cost and glycerol the highest one. Resource and
human health damages are the biggest contributors to the
monetized externalities of solvent production, except for glycerol. As noted earlier, this is because acetone and the protic
ionic liquids of interest are heavily reliant on fossil resources,
whose extraction costs are expected to rise in the future due to
resource scarcity.59 [HMIM][HSO4] has higher externalities
than [TEA][HSO4] and acetone because of its higher impact on
human health and ecosystem quality. As for glycerol, it is the
substantially higher land use that makes its monetized impact
on ecosystem quality, and thus its indirect cost, significantly
higher than for the other solvents. This makes glycerol the
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Fig. 6 Total cost of solvent production combining direct production
costs and externalities in terms of human health, ecosystem quality and
resource damages.

worst solvent in terms of externalities, despite the fact that its
direct production cost is lower than that of [HMIM][HSO4].
Notice that the indirect costs associated with all four solvents are larger than their direct production costs, so the total
monetized costs are more than double the production costs.
The total cost of glycerol ($3.33 kg−1) is the highest because of
its very large externalities (>$2 kg−1). It is 10% higher than the
total cost of [HMIM][HSO4] ($3.04 kg−1), 50% higher than that
of acetone ($2.22 kg−1), and nearly 90% higher than that of
[TEA][HSO4] ($1.87 kg−1). Also displayed on Fig. 6 is the uncertainty on the estimated externalities, where the whiskers
corresponds to the 25th and 75th percentiles among all the
scenarios generated by Monte Carlo sampling. These uncertainty ranges are generally small and do not overlap between
each other, apart from those of glycerol and [HMIM][HSO4]
that show a slight overlap. This uncertainty analysis confirms
that the estimated externalities are representative and their
comparison is therefore meaningful.
Lastly, Fig. 7 reports the total monetized cost per kg of pretreated biomass, for comparison with the costs per kg of
solvent in Fig. 6. Although the applied conversion factors carry
a large uncertainty due to the underlying assumptions (cf.
Section Functional unit above and Appendix D of the ESI†),
this analysis suggests that the advantages of ionic liquids compared with the other two solvents in terms of costs and
environmental impacts might be unequivocal after integrating

Fig. 7 Total cost of solvent production on a per-weight basis of pretreated biomass.
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the use phase. Since the ionic liquids have a higher solvating
power than acetone or glycerol and enjoy a near 100% recycling rate, the makeup of ionic liquid (32 kg ton−1) is indeed
expected to be the lowest in a biomass pretreatment process.
By contrast, the relatively poor recycling rate of glycerol (75%)
requires by far the largest solvent makeup (2500 kg ton−1,
about 80 times more than ionic liquids), which combined with
its high externalities leads to a much higher total cost. Even
with a more favorable recycling rate of 95%, the makeup would
still be 16 times larger than ionic liquids. This cursory analysis
illustrates that a solvent’s use phase can radically change its
economic and environmental valuation.

Concluding remarks
Interest in sustainable solvents has risen significantly over the
past decades due to a growing awareness of the impact of solvents on organic pollution and energy consumption in the
chemical industry. Ionic liquids are uniquely versatile and
show a great potential for reducing solvent losses and regeneration expenditures, but their widespread application remains
hindered by environmental related concerns in terms of toxicity and biodegradability alongside the general perception
that they entail high production costs. Herein, the primary
focus has been on a holistic framework that combines a conventional economic assessment with a cradle-to-gate life-cycle
assessment in order to determine the total monetized cost of
ionic liquids as a basis for comparison with other solvents.
This framework relies on detailed models of the production
processes of ionic liquids and their precursors in order to circumvent the lack of cost and LCA data.
A case study in lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment has
compared the production of the popular ionic liquids
[TEA][HSO4] and [HMIM][HSO4] against acetone from fossil
resources and glycerol from renewable resources. The economic valuation reveals that [HMIM][HSO4] has the highest
direct cost of all four solvents due to the complex synthesis of
its precursor 1-methylimidazole, while [TEA][HSO4] presents
the lowest direct cost—about half of that of [HMIM][HSO4].
Glycerol is found to have the second highest production cost
because of rapeseed oil and soybean oil being costly precursors. Adding externalities on top of these direct production
costs does not change the comparison radically, but since the
indirect costs from these externalities are larger than the
corresponding production costs, the total monetized costs of
all four solvents end up being more than double their production costs. Glycerol becomes the most expensive solvent in
terms of total monetized cost, overtaking [HMIM][HSO4] due
to its high externalities in the human health and ecosystem
quality categories. By contrast, the ionic liquid [TEA][HSO4] is
found to have the lowest total cost since its production
requires relatively inexpensive materials and follows a simple
synthesis procedure, followed by acetone. All of these conclusions are furthermore supported by an uncertainty analysis
on the LCA data and monetization factors.
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Finally, the results of an initial comparison between solvents on a per-weight-of-treated-biomass basis concluded that
the benefits of ionic liquids for biomass pretreatment are
likely to be downplayed by excluding the solvents’ use phase.
This is because the makeup of ionic liquid in a biomass pretreatment process could be significantly lower than the
makeup of other solvents, especially glycerol. Nevertheless, our
analysis relies on conversion factors that carry large uncertainty. A recommended follow-up to this paper therefore
entails expanding the valuation to include the use phase of
solvents, for instance via detailed modeling of the biomass
pretreatment processes themselves.
Overall, this case study provides a perfect illustration of the
need to account for negative externalities in the comparison of
solvents. By showing that solvents produced from renewable
resources do not necessarily present lower externalities than
other solvents derived from fossil resources, including ionic
liquids, these results challenge the conventional wisdom
about ionic liquids being more costly and damaging to the
environment. Our advocacy is that such holistic comparison
should be used more systematically for future research and
development in sustainable solvents.
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